Ag Drainage Incorporated is searching for a candidate to assist with basic data collection and clerical work related to mapping. The intern will split time between in the office and outdoors. Critical skills include familiarity with Ag GIS products including Google Earth, Ag Leader SMS, Trimble Ag/Farm Works, etc., excellent verbal and written communication, experience driving a four wheeler. A willingness to learn on the fly is a must. Occasional local travel and a current driver’s license will be required. A mindset of excellence and habits of doing things right must be core competencies.

Responsibilities Include:

- Collecting topographic data within fields
- Acquiring installation data from tile plows
- Curating existing paper map library into a digital format

Occasional Duties

- Delivering parts to local installation sites
- Assisting with research and development for new processes

Requirements/Qualifications

- 2 years of education or experience within an Agriculture or GIS related field
- Interpersonal skills conducive to professional, effective communication with customers and employees at all levels of the company
- Above average technical skills in Word, Excel, Access, and Power Point

Additional Skills

- Experience with Ag GIS softwares will be extremely beneficial
- Experience with in-cab tractor or combine monitors is helpful
- Experience with Google products such as Sheets, Slides, Docs, and Drive

Please send application inquiries to:

Darren Seckman
ADI GIS & Mapping Coordinator
dseckman@agdrainage.com